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Chapter 1 Chapter 1 

Introduction Introduction 

The numerical method, SPH, was first developed to model astrophysical problems The numerical method, SPH, was first developed to model astrophysical problems 
([c;] and [5]). It h ([c;] and [5]). It h as as since been successfully a,pplied to a vast8 range of problems, since been successfully a,pplied to a vast8 range of problems, 
including elastic-plastic flow, MHD, incompressible flow and pyroclastic flow, including elastic-plastic flow, MHD, incompressible flow and pyroclastic flow, 
to name a few. SPH is an extremely versatile method, however, the errors in t>o name a few. SPH is an extremely versatile method, however, the errors in 
results can sometimes be substantially larger than those obtained using methods results can sometimes be substantially larger than those obtained using methods 
specifically tailored for a, given problem. ‘There aae many problems, though, which specifically tailored for a, given problem. ‘There aae many problems, though, which 
can only be pract,ically ha.ndled by SPH. Problems where the geometry is highly can only be pract,ically ha.ndled by SPH. Problems where the geometry is highly 
irregular, or even dynamic, for example, are quite readily handled by SPH. It is irregular, or even dynamic, for example, are quite readily handled by SPH. It is 
hoped tha,t this report, will give the reader some insight into the potential of SPH hoped tha,t this report, will give the reader some insight into the potential of SPH 
and its limitations. and its limitations. 

This report was written during the author’s visit to the Department of Math- This report was written during the author’s visit to the Department of Math- 
ematics of the liniversity of Iiaiserslautern, Germany at the invitation of Profes- ematics of the liniversity of Iiaiserslautern, Germany at the invitation of Profes- 
sor Neunzert. The author gratefully a.cl;nomledges the support of the university, sor Neunzert. The author gratefully a.cl;nomledges the support of the university, 
which made this report possible. which made this report possible. 



Chapter 2 

The Fimdamentals of SPH 

This chapter is intended to introduce the rea,der to the concepts of SPH which 
are fundamental to the method. Similar int,roductions may be found in [II] and 
[3]. Slightly different approaches a,re used by each author to obtain essentially 
the same equations. 

2.1 The basic idea 

We start with the equation, 

A(r) = /A(r’)S(r - r’)&‘. (2.1) 

If we repke the delta function by .an int,erpolating kernel T/V(r, h) we obtain an 
integral interpolant of the function A(r): 

A;(r) = / A(r’)W(r - r’, it)&‘. (2.2) 

The kernel W ha.s the following properties, 

.I 
W(r - r’. h)dr’ = 1 (2.3) 

a,nd 
iil~o”(r - r’, h) = S(r - r’). (2.4) 

The integral interpolarlt, R;? can be thought, of a smoothed version of the original 
function A. This is the origin of ‘iSmoothed” in SPH. The next step, is to 
approxima.te the integral interpolant with a summation interpolant over a number 
of points (particles) rg in space: 

A,(r) = C Ai,zW(r - rb, h). (2.5) 
b . 
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The field quantities at particle b are denoted by a subscript 6. The mass associated 
with particle 6 is ?‘nb and so we see t,ha.t the quantity T is the inverse of the 
number density (ie- the specific volume) and is, in some sense, a volume element. 

The density, for example, can be obtained using, 

,i?(r) = ~??$bt’(r - rb, 1%). (2.6) 
b 

It is now possible to obtain an estimate of the gradient of the field (provided 
T/I/ is differentiable) simply by differentiat,ing the summation interpolant: 

G’A,(r) = x,IhzVll’(r - rb, h). (2-V 
b 

In practice, however, it is more accurate to use, 

VA = ; [V(pA) - AOp], (2.8) 

= f c mb( ill, - /t,)vOVl/(r - rb, h) 7 (2.9) 
a b 

since here t>he gra,dient of A is more explicit and t$hus is less susceptible to particle 
disorder. Similarly, while the divergence of v could be obtained using, 

V*V= c ?vb + vU’(r - rb, h), (2.10) 
b Pb 

it is more a,ccurate to use, 

v .v = VPV> --v* VP (2.11) 

= ~~~~~~(vb-va)‘~a~(r-rb,~). (2.12) 
n b 

For brevity, we will now introduce t,he not,ation, 

r/l/,(, = bt’(r,z - rb, k), (2.13) 

and let o,bvab denote the gradient of W’ nb t,aken with respect to ra (the co- 
ordinates of pa.rticle a). Also, qua,ntities such as v, - vb shall be written v,b. 

2.2 Modelling the Euler Equations 

2.2.1 The Momentum Equation 

If we move the particles with the velocity of the fluid, then, 

cl> dr 
dt - va, 

(2.14) 
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and 

It is now a matter of choosing an SI’II representation of the pressure gradient. 
We could use Eq. 2.9 and obt>ain, 

(VP),, = $ c nzb(Pb - Pa)WKb. (2.16) 
n 11 

For this expression, the force between particles is zero for constant pressure, 
and the stability properties (see Chapter 6) a.re quite appealing, but linear and 
angular momentum are not conserved exactly. If, however, we use, 

VP 
- = V(f) + $vp, 

P 
(2.17) 

then we have, 
dv, 
~ = - c mb(J$ + -q,n,mb, 
c1t 

(2.18) 
b Pn /‘b2 

and linear and angula,r momentum are conserved exactly, since the particle forces 
are equal and opposite and act along the line joining their centres (provided 
that the kernel is symmetric). This form is also preferable because it; is quite 
straightforward to obtain a consistent. energy equation(see section 2.2.3), but 
there are many possible symmetric forms. The expression, 

leads to, 

while, 
vp = zfi’cifi, 

gives, 
dva -----=- 
dt c r’f’t b 

qF-aJi-;i;v * 

b [)a pb ” ” 

2.2.2 The Continuity Equation 

We can solve the cotninuit,y equa,tion, 

dP 

(2.21) 

j* (2.22) 

(2.23) 



implicitly, taking advanta,ge of the lagrangim motion of the particles using, 

(2.24) 

Since the number and I~~SS~S of the particles remains constant, total mass is 
conserved. Under some circumst a,nces, such as nearly incompressible 8ow (see 
Chapt. 4), it) is better to use, 

since this allows the densities to be set at, each particle and may be employed 
to eliminate oscillaftions at free surfaces. Also, normally tJhe density must be 
obtained first by a, sum over all the particles before other quantities may be 
interpolated (involving a second pass over the particles). Having a differential 
equation for p means that it can be updated at the same time as other particle 
quantities and only one pa,ss over t,he pa,rticles is required to obtain all the required 
information. The ma,in disadvantage is that~ t,his expression does not conserve 
mass exactly, but this does not cause problems in many a.pplications. It can be 
computationally advantageous to use Eq. 2.25 for several time steps and then 
correct the density by using Eq. 2.24 

Sources and sinks of matter are quite readily introduced. Consider a continu- 
ity equation of the form, 

dp 
dt== -pv ’ v + f(r). (2.26) 

Since, totA mass is no longer conserved, the particle masses must be allowed to 
vary with Gme. Taking the time derivative of Eq. 2.24 we find, 

!g = x 7,1b5!g! + 7 $Wb. (2.27) 
/ I b > I , 

Since the SPH expression for Eq. 2.26 is, 

+a 
-&- = b c nbb&b * v, id’,,, + T ~j-bw& (2.28) 

we formally make the identification, 

d171[) -= 
dt 

F.fb. (2.29) 
> 

2.2.3 The Thermal Energy Equation 

We start with t’he equation for the evolulion of thermal energy per mlit mass, 

du 
dt= 

-(p-v. v. (2.30) 
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We can simply translate this (using Eq. 2.12) to t,he SPH expression, 

% = (2) c Vab ’ &d’vab, (2.31) 
b 

when using Eq. 2.18, this conserves total energy exactly. To see this, we must 
consider the rate of change of kinetic energy resulting from Eq. 2.18. The total 
kinetic energy of the particles is, 

Ek = F &ava2. (2.32) 

so the time rate of change is given by, 

dEk 
c 

dV, 
-= 
dt 

nz,v, - - (2.33) 
a dt ’ 

ZZ % %~va. ’ { - c 7~~,b(f$ + ;)%wab}, (2.34) 

= ‘c c ?l>&L?$$ f -f& ’ o,Vi/& (2.35) 
5 b a , 

Simply swapping the dummy indices we obtain, 

dEk -----= 
dt - );7 x ~~bb%x( 5 f G)v, - &wba, (2.36) 

b n Pa 

= -~)-&n~,.,($ + s)vb * (-&t&b), (2.37) 
b 5 > 0 

since ‘Obwh = -‘a5,wab by aI~tisynllllet,ry. Thus, we can combine these results 
to get a symmetric form and write, 

- = -; x % c ?lbb( 5 + f&b ’ val/l/nb- 
dEk 

dt a b 
(2.38) 

Similarly, the time rate of change of the total internal energy resulting from 
Eq. 2.31 is, 

dli d -==- dt a m7 tl,, 9 c (2.39) 
dt 

= c c lil,lilf$fab * VC, b&b, (2.40) 

I&& ?&&$ba ’ &l/brbn> (2.41) 

= Ian&?, c vIl(-$ $ $)v,b . vabvab. (2.42) 
a b 
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Total energy is conserved since it is the ~111 of the kinetic and internal energy of 
the particles. 

There are other possible choices for updating the internal energy of the par- 
ticles. For example (see [ll]), 

2 = -+j)rt+$ + $)VCLb * VaWab, (2.43) 
b 0 /‘b 

is preferred by some because it has similar symmet,ric factors to Ey. 2.18. In 133, 
however, it is pointed out that this form, while conserving total energy, can, in 
some circumstances, overestima,te t>he rate of change of internal energy. 

2.3 The Artificial Viscosity 

If we model the Euler equations with my method at finite resolution without 
some sort of viscosity, low order difFusion or a R.ien~arn~ solver, we find large, 
unphysical oscillations are genera,ted downstream of shocks. In the case of SPH, 
it is easiest to introduce an artificial viscosity, tjhough some work has been done 
involving Riemann solvers (e.g. GPH, or Goudonov SYH). Many forrns of artifi- 
cial viscosit,y have been proposed, but the most commonly used is the following, 
viscous “pressure”, 

{ 

--cYQL,*+/?&h2 
1T,b = if vob - rob < 0; 

0: p ub’ 
(2.44) 

otherwise, 

where, 
hi, . &b (2.45) 

‘lab = rob2 $ 0.01/L”’ 

and j&b = ;(& + &) and c,b = ;(c& + Q). Here c, denotes the sound speed 
at particle u. The O.Olh” in the denominator is included to keep the viscosity 
bounded for particles as they approach. This viscous “pressure” is incorporated 
into the SPH momentum equation, 

- = - c v6b( I’0 + E + lIob)vawab, &I 
dt 

(2.46) 
b Al2 pb2 

and (by conserva,tion of energy) introduces a, new source term in the internal 
energy equa.tion, 

%=($,C V& . \Jd%b, +i x I%rhVnb . vdvab. (2.4-7) 
b b 

The viscosity, in this form, is intended only to provide the dissipation needed 
atI a shock to convert kinetic energy into internal energy, H’ence, the viscosity is 
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only active for approaching particles. It can be shown (see [S]) that the viscosity 
associated with the a coefficient produces a shear and bulk viscosity. The /? t3erm 
(quadratic in pab) is necessary to provide sufficient damping in high Mach number 
shocks. 

The viscosity can, however, cause problems in regions of high shear. Here 
particles ase in relative motion, but one does not, wish this motion to be critically 
damped. There are different approaches t,o correcting this problem, but most 
involve using some sort of switch which detects the presence of a shock. One 
possibilitv is to use a modified LLF,, sav ~1.:~. defined, 

I\ /WI ' I\ l", - - -__--  h 

The idea here is to “concoct” a, term which goes to zero for pure shear flows 
(where divergence is zero, but curl is not). This may seem ad hoc, and in some 
sense it is, but the artificial viscosity itself is a necessary evil which was not 
present in the Euler equations. It, is also possible to evolve cx and ,L3 in time, so 
tha,t viscosity is introduced only a,t, significant shock fronts([l8]), but this is still 
under development. 

2.4 Thermal Conduction 

Heat conduction may be introduced to a, simulation either because it is present in 
the physics of the real problem, or because it is needed to reduce excess heating 
(for example when cold streams of gas collide). The standard differential equation 
for head conduction is, 

du - = -h? * K-vi,, 
at p 

(2.50) 

where K is t,he thermal conductivity. One could at)t,empt to convert this directly 
into an SPH form, but it8 would either require t,wo sweeps over the particles 
(one for each gradient) or directly involve second order derivatives. Estimation 
of second order derivatives with SPH approxilna,t,ions which use second order 
derivatives of the kernel ase very sensitive to particle disorder. So an alternative 
expression has been developed, which only e~qloys the gradient of the kernel, 

au, ---zzz c 
~%(&I + f-‘&)(& - &)r& * &I/t/& 

a b pap&&b2 4 O.Olh”) * 
(2.51.) 

It can be shown, ([13]) by taking a Taylor expansion about a particle, that this 
does reduce to the heat equation. The contzibutions particles make to each other’s 
heat fluxes are antisymmetric, so total heat is conserved. 



If the conduction is intended to be a,rt,iticial, it, may be more convenient to 
use 

&L, 
c 

mb(& f ~b)(‘b - @% ’ aawab 
-= 

at b 
(2.52) 

p,b(r,lb2 f 0.01h") 
7 

where q = K/P has the dimension of length squa,red per unit time. This allows 
us to readily introduce conduction where it is needed by replacing qa + (Ib with 
$h(&b + 41,hbl)- This term is intended t.o provide conduction in those regions 
of the flow where large amounts of compression (shocking) occurs, but could be 
improved upon by taking a similar approach to that outlined in Section 2.3 for 
shock detection. 

2.5 The Choice of Kernel 

Theoretically, the choice of kernel is a.rbit.rary, provided it satisfies equations 2.3 
and 2.4. We will consider kernels of the form, 

W(r, It) = &), (2.53) 

where 11 is the number of dimensions. The requirements of Ey. 2.3 and Eq. 2.4 
can t)hen be written, 

.i 
f(s)dV = I. (2.54) 

and, 

,L’yof(;) = S(T), (2.55) 

respectively. Here clV, the volun~~ element, is cls, 27rscls or 4na”ds in one, two or 
three dimensions respectively. 

In pra&ice, there are many, somet?imes cotnpeting, factors to be considered 
when choosing a kernel for your SPEI code. ‘I’he main considerations are the 
order of int,erpolation, the number of’ nearest, neighbours, and the symmetry and 
stability properties. Using a tent function as the kernel, for example, is not a good 
idea, since, while having compact, support,, a,nd being symmetric, the resulting 
technique is unstable to most positive stresses and induces a non-physical sound 
speed for negative stresses (see IQ. 6.4). 

The origincz.1 work using SFII employed a Gaussia,n kernel (here normalised 
for one dimension), 

j&) = 5 cxp(4). (2.56) 

This kernel has many a.t,trxt,ive properties. The Gaussia,n in higher dimensions 
is the product of lower dimensional Ga,ussians. Its derivative involves itself, 

4fG - -asj-& ds (2.57) 
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making some analysis much simpler, and its Fourier transform is, itself, a Gaus- 
sian. This last> point is most important with respect to stability properties of 
the resultinrr numerical methodcsee 1191 and Chapter 6). The Gaussian, however, 
does not have compact support, so all particles make (mostly vanishingly small) 
contributions to each other in the summat,ions. 

Most simulations today use the cubic spline interpolated kernel (here nor- 
malised for one dimension), 

The cubic spline interpolated kernel was introduced (see [ 17]), since (having com- 
pact support) a potentially small number of neighbouring particles are the only 
contributors in the sums over the particles. This is, of course, a great compu- 
tational advantage. However, it has been shown(see [19] and Chapter 6) that 
t)he dispersion relation for linear waves in a lattice of SPH particles has some 
undesirable properties if the cubic spline interpolant is used. These problems can 
be negligible, however, depending on the application. The quartic spline, 

(s + 2.5)" - 5(s + 1..5)” f LO(s + 0.5)“, if 0 < s < 0.5; 

fCs) = "4 

1 

(2.5 - 5)" - ti(1.5 - s)"! if 0.5 2 s < 1.5; 
(2.5 -s)4 if, 1.5 5 s < 2.5; 

(2.59) 

0, if 9 2 2.5, 

and quintic spline 

( 

(3 - s)" - 6(2 - s)~ $ 15(1 - ,Y)~, if 0 < s < I; 

f(4 = A5 
(3 - s)~ - 6(2 - $‘, if 1 2 s < 2; 
(3 _ 45, if 2 5 s < 3; 

(2.60) 

0, if s > 3, 

interpolants, have progressively better stability properties, but at an increased 
computationa, costs. since the region of contributJing neighbours is larger. Here 
A4 and As are normalisation constants. 

Simply on a.ccouutB of t,heir symmetry, all of these kernels interpolate to order 
h2 accuracy (since all odd moments a,re elimiua,ted). It is possible, to formulate 
kernels which interpola,te to higher order accuracy by ca,ncelling higher order 
moments in s. One such kernel is the super-Gaussian (see [(;I). To my knowledge, 
not much work has been done regarding the advantages and disadvantages of 
SU& kernels. One possible disadva,ntage is that the kernel is negative in a region 
of its domain and, thus, pa obt,ained by Eq. 2.24 could be negative in some 
circumstances. 



2.6 Variable Smoothing Length 

Changing the smoothing length in SPH corresponds to changing the numerical 
resolution. If the fluid modelled does not rmdergo substantial compression or 
rarefaction, constant h is sufficient. If particles become so distant, that they 
cease to interact, or so close tha,t a large number are within a smoothing length, 
h should be changed accordingly. All of the int,erpolation used by SPH depends on 
having a sufficient number of particles wit,hin a smoothing length a~nd the speed of 
the computJation depends on this number being relatively small. In one dimension 
the number of neighbours (including t,he “home” pa,rticlc itself) should be about 
5. In two dimensions, it should be about 21 and in three dimensions, about 57. 
These numbers all correspond to the number of neighbours on a cubic lattice with 
a smoothing length of 1.2 times the pa,rt,icle spacing, and a, kernel which extends 
to 21~ (such as the cubic spline), There are ma,ny ways to dynamically change h 
such that the number of neighbours is kept rela.tively constant. 

The simplest approach is to let, 

h,, = h” ( E) : ? (2.61) 

where I/ is the number of dimensions. This only really makes sense if the particles 
are of equal masses! since p is being used here as an estimate of the number 
density. The trouble with this approach is that it requires ,o~ to be known, before 
h, can be known, but it, must, be used t20 obtain pa! The pu could be used from 
the previous step, but this results in the smoothing length responding too slowly 
as a particle enters a, shock. An int,erest,ing, and successful approach, suggested 
by [3] is to take the time derivat,ive of Eq. 2.6 1 and substitute the continuity 
equation, 

cl11 I h cfp 
cl-t= 

---- 
I/ p cll- 

(2.62) 

= hv * v 
I/ 

(2.63) 

This equat,ion can then be iutegra~ted along side the other differential equations. 
It ma,y be prudent to reset 11, according t,o Eq. 2.61 occasionally, so ensure t he 
t,irne integra,t,ion of h, is not “wandering”. 

Since ea,t:h pa,rticle now has its own smoothing length, each particle pair in- 
teraction, must> have a smoothing length k,b associat,ecl with it. If we wish to 
conserve momentum exactJy, t,his must be done it1 such a way as to preserve the 
former symmetry of pa.rticle interactions: 

W,lb = HT(l’,zbr ~~nh), (2.64) 

where, 



or we can average the kernels, 

w = ;(l[‘ih,) + W(hb)). (2.69) 

There are advantages and disadva,ntages t)o using each of these. For example, 
for the arithmetic mean in the limit of h, being dominant, h,b z iha. This 
means that if, somehow, a particle has an anomalously large h, it can overly 
smooth out interact,ions with surrounding particles. This applies too, for t,aking 
the maximum of the smoothing leugths. The geometric mean, however, tends to 
kb a.s h, becomes large, so the resolution of the method is kept small. This also 
applies for taking the minimum. It is possible, however, that this approach may 
deprive a particle of the required rum&r of neighbours. Taking an average of the 
kernels may be a good compromise, but I am not aware of a detailed comparison 
of these approaches. In anycase, if variable smoothing length is being employed, 
the results obtained should be invariant to the method used, provided the method 
has converged. The choice of combined smoothing length also effects the speed 
with which nearrest neighbours can be located (see Section 3.2). 

It should also be pointed out tha,t it is not entirely consistent to allow it to 
vary in space and time. The original SPI-I equations of motion were derived 
assuming 1~ was a constant. It is possible to rcderive the SPH approximations, 
allowing h to vary (see [4] and [Ii]). It 1 ELS been found that, provided h varies 
on a scale similar to other variables, the errors are of O( h2) (see 171). 

2.7 Initialising the Particles 

As with any particle method, initialising SPH particles can sometimes take quite 
a bit of effort. In some cases, however, this may be because the initial conditions 
themselves are somewhat “artificial”. In most situations, we attempt to construct 
a “quiet” start. That is, a. configurat,ion of particles which does not have too much 
internal energy due t,o particles being placed in ‘*unnatural” ways. The approach 
taken depends very much on the precise a,pplication, but there are some basic 
considerations to keep in mind. 

If the initial conditions involve discontinuities (either a, shock or a contact 
discontinuity). the interpolation used by SPH will smooth them out. This, t)ypi- 
tally, will lead t’o some extra part,icle motion at the interface as the SPH particles 
respond to the pressure gradients induced by the smoothed fields. If Eq. 2.18 
is used, we see that, even if the pressure is constaut everywhere, for the total 
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force on each particle to be zero? all other pasticles must be placed symmetri- 
cally about eachother. In particular, a,t a, contact, discontinuity, where either the 
particle spacing or pa,rticle masses will change, it, is almost impossible to have 
an absolutely quiet start. The noise can be minimised, however, by smooth- 
ing the initial conditions. In the ca,se of incompressible SPH (see Chapter. 4) 
these problems are avoided by using Eq , 2.25, setSting the density everywhere and 
subtracting the background pressure. 

It may-be convenient t,o plaice particles on a regular lattice, but care must 
be taken. Such a la.ttice will have directions along which particles form straight 
lines. Compression along these such axes will cause particles to squeeze up into 
a dense line, If k is being cha.nged in response to this compression, particles may 
lose “sight,” of neighbours in parallel lines of particles. In anycase, the forces 
along such lines are artificially large, and eventually such lines buckle, releasing 
substantial energy. If the initial velocit,y field naturally disturbs the initial, regular 
lattice, these problems may be negligible. 

Placing pzticles in a purely random fashion is certainly not advisable, since 
this results in a great deal of noise which viscosity will convert) into internal energy. 
As a compromise, however, it, is possible to use generalised Halton sequences 
(or some other infinite sequences) to choose t,he particle positions. Most such 
sequences select pointIs in a, unit interval. 111 maay problems it is quite straight 
forward to develop a, transformation which will transform a constant density on 
a unit interval to the desired density field. R.esidual noise may be removed by 
introducing a relaxation term to the equat,ions of motion, until the configuration 
has settled: 

dV 
- = -I’v + F. 
dt 

(2.70) 

Here I’ is the co-efficient of the damnine: and F includes the standard forces. 



Chapter 3 

The Nearest Neighbour Problem 

It has already been mentioned that,, in practice, kernels with compact support 
are used in SPH simulations. This is so tha,t ea.ch particle has a *finite number 
of “neighbouring” particles which make non-zero contributions to it. The prob- 
lem still remains, however, to quickly find these interacting particles. There are 
several solutions to this problem, and t,he optimal algorithm will depend on the 
nature of the problem being solved. Here, we will consider met)hods which assume 
t,hat, the SPH intera,ctions are the only ones which need to be calculated. If, for 
example, SPH is being used to provide hydrodynamics within a self-gravitating 
problem being solved by a hierarchical tree-code, the same structures used by the 
tree-code t,o organise the gravita,tional a,pproxima,tions can readily be used to find 
nearest neighbours to SPH particles. The met,hods we will consider involve cre- 
ating a collection of cells which cover real space and allow us to order and locate 
particles in space. These cells, or grid, are simply used as a means of locating 
particles, and do not effect the results of the simulat8ion, only the speed with 
which it is obtained. Let us first consider the simpler case of constant smoothing 
length. 

3.1 Locating neighbours with h constant 

In this case, all particles have the sa,mc “interaction radius”, 

7‘0 = S&), (3.1) 

where sk is the “extent” of the kernel in the co-ordinate s = r/ho. We can 
then divide the computational domain into cells of width rO, and create lists of 
particles belonging to each cell. A particle within a, given cell, then, need only 
consider interactions with pa,rticles in neighbouring cells. The lists of particles 
within ea.& cell are most easily implemented as linked lists. That is, there is a 
pointer to the first, particle in a cell, and that particle then points to the second 
particle and so on. 



Let us consider the alrrorithm for one dimension in detail. 

for i = 1 to n do 
j = int( (XL’; - x,;,,)/?‘~) 
,nezti = lzeadj 
1lead.i = i 

Here headj is a pointer to t,he first particle in cell j, and is initially set to 0, while 
nexti is a pointer from pa,rticle i to t,hc next, pa,rticle in the linked list. Note that 
headj will point to 0 if cell j is empty and ne:cti will point to 0 if it is the last 
particle in the list. Finding nearest neighbours of particles i in cell j is now a 
much cheaper operation: 

for cell = j - 1 to j + 1 do 
lit = hend,,ll 
while (k f 0) do 

consider particle X: 
k = next~ 

However, in practice we do not consider an individual particle and search for its 
nearest neighbours. It is much more efficient to create a temporary list of particles 
in a given cell and intera,cting neighbouring cells and evaluate the interactions 
between them. Also, since we need only consider each pair of particles once, it is 
enough to consider the neighbouring cell to one side of our home cell. We do this 
safe in t,he knowledge that the cell on t,he other side will consider our home cell 
as its neighbour and include it. For example, considering the SPH interactions 
for cell j, we create a list of paarticles from cell .j (the home cell) and cell j + 1 
(the neighbouring cell t,o the right,): 

i = 0 
k = kead,i 
while (X: # 0) do 

i=d+1 
listi = k 
k = ne:ctl, 

r?,honze = t 

k = headj+l 
while (k f 0) do 



The SPH contributions can be readily obtained by considering the pairs: 

for i1 = 1 to ?l,horne do 
Cl = liSti, 
for i2 = %I to 7z~totul do 

11 = lidi, 
consider particle a and 1) 

This loop considers all the intera&ons between particles in the home cell (j) 
with eachother and with those particles in the ueighbouring cell (j + I). Since 
we don’t wish to consider the interactions bet,ween particles in the neighbouring 
cell with themselves, the first loop is over 7z,/)~01,2e particles while the second is over 
lXtotal particles. 

3.2 Locating neighbours with variable h 

Once lx is allowed to vary, t,he interaction radius for ea,ch particle is different. In 
fact since we must apply some rule to obtain the effective /I. for 5 pair of particles, 
the interaction radius will be different for each pair of particles in general. Some 
of the ways smoothing lengths can be combined have been mentioned previously: 

k,b = ;(h, + h), (3.2) 

h,() = ?Wi?%(h,, lb*), (3.3) 

fb b = rntsx(l~,, /lb)! (3.4) 

hab = 
h (i 11 h 

(h, + h)' 
(3.5) 

or we can average the kernels, 

w = +yh,,) -/- W(h,)). , (3.6) 
I 

I haxe only listed symmetric combinations, as I’m assuming that exact conserva- 
tion of momentum is desired. In any case, the interaction length, for a pair of 
particles is: 

I’& = Skh(,b. (3.7) 

Now, if h does not vary by much iu the simulation, it, may be feasible to use the 
approach described in the previous section, ta,king: 

1’0 = 7?36.1’(1’~,~). (3.8) 

However, as the vasiation in h is increa,sed! t,here will be regions where large 

numbers of particles (with small h) are cluskrcd into single cells. Calculating 
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the interactions between these particles is very expensive. Essentially, we much 
stretch the cell sizes according to the number density of the particles. When using 
constant h, the cell boundaries are equispaced in real space, since the particles 
are equispaced in real space. The most, straight forwa.rd way to extend this (using 
a Cartesian grid) is to consider cell boundaries which are equispaced in particle 
rank space. That is, if we consider the particles ranked from left-most (say) to 
right-most (ie- rank listed in XC>, the cell boundaries occur between every a,,ll-th 
particle. The choice of ~z,,~ll is made such that, it is expected that one or two 
particles will be in each cell. In two dimensions, for example, ?z,,ll = fi may be 
a good choice. 

So, firstly, the particles must be sorted lowest to highest in each dimension. 
The particles must also be sorted at each time strep! to obtain the new rank list 
and thence the cell grid. There are many algorithms for sorting lists and they 
each have their advantages and disadvantages. Quicksort, for example, can be 
very slow at sorting data, which is nearly in order. Since we expect the particle 
rankings to remain very similar from one time-step to the next, quicksort is 
probably not a, good choice. Some sort, of insertion sort may be best, provided 
new particles are not being introduced or old particles deleted from t/he solution. 
Even regions of subsBantia1 overturning may cause an insertion sort to become 
too expensive. Hea.p sort,, however, always takes O@log(n)) and thus provides 
reliable, fast rankings of the paarticles. Once t,he pa.rticles are sorted, the cell 
boundaries can be readily determined. As the cell bounda,ries are de 
particles can also be assigned t,o cells. It. is useful at this point to record 
maximum iz (h,,,) for ea,ch cell. 

termined, 
the 

The algorithm now proceeds in a, fashion analogous t>o that of that for con- 
stant 12 with some complications. To find t,he interacting neighbours about, a 
given particle, we must consider all other cells which could contain interacting 
particles. At this point! our choice for obtaining h,b is crucial, To make this 
clear it is simplest to consider the extremes. If we use 1z,t, = n2az(l2,, hb), then 
particle a does not iiknow” a2 priori if nearby, but) outside S& there is a par- 
ticle b with sufficiently large hb such &at the two particles interact. If we use 
hab = min( h,, IQ), then particle ct ‘Lknows” that no other particle interaction can 
increase the interaction radius beyond ~kjl.~. Thus, in the latter case, a given 
particle “knows” the maximum volume of spa,cc it, must sea,rch for its neighbours. 

Using the maximum h approa,ch, we do not know how far to search about a 
given particle for neighbours, unless we know that this particle is that with the 
largest h. So, we consider the particles in turn from largest, h to smallest and 
only consider reciprocal contributions wit,h part,icles of a smaller 12. 

If we are using the minimum h approa,ch? t,hen for a given home cell we can 
readily collect the particles from those neighbouring cells within shhmaz of the 
home cell. ‘This then allows us to consider the SI’H interactions in a cell-by-cell 
approach, which is faster than cousideritrg the interactions particle-by-particle. 
In the lat’ter approach one is forced t,o access the data of each cell many more 



times looking for neighbours. 
It has already been pointed out, however, that the minimum h approach may 

be less accurate under certain circumstances. Yet, the speed of the algorithm, 
may allow the resolution to be increased a,nd these relative inaccuracies elimi- 
nated. 

Under many circumstances, a, Cartesian structure for the cells may not be 
optimal. For exa,mple, if matt,er is cotlccntrat,ed in a, spherical fashion, ranking the 
particles in a spherical co-ordinate system rmy be faster. Using either structure 
correctly, the results should be ident,ical though. It’s a matter of how much time 
is spent obtaining them. 
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Chapter 4 

Free Surface Flows 

4.1 Some Background 

The approxh usually taken when modelling fluids with very high sound speeds, 
such as w&er, is to assume the fluid is actually incompressible. With SPH, since 
is was designed for compressible flows, it, is easier to model such flows using a 
fluid which is slightly compressible. If we do a, scale analysis of the momentum 
equation, we find, 

5p l!L ----N----- (4.1) 
P c‘L?-’ 

where p, II, L, 7 and c are typical density! velocity, length, time scale and sound 
speed respectively. The fractional va,ria,tion in density is Sp/p. Now, if v N L/r 
then we have, 

s/, T N p F J/f”, (4.2) 

where iU = #u/c is the Mach number. So. if WC wish the relative density fiuc- 
tuations to be about) 1% then we must choose our sound speed to give a Mach 
number of l/10. The near-incompressible formulation of SPH has been applied 
successfully to the modelling of burst,ing dams, bores, wave makers ([12]) and 
gravity currents ([15]). 

4,2 Modifications of the SPH Equations 

There are some minor modifications which should be tnade in order to model free 
surface flows. Firstly, if Eq. 2.24 is used to obtain t,he density, the discontinuity at 
the fluid surface is smoot~lied over a distance of 0(/j,), introducing large pressure 
gradients. These, in turn, cause the surfxe to oscillate violently. It is better, 
then, to use Eq. 2.25, since this allows us to set the density correctly initially. 
This equation will modify the density xcording to the relative motion of the 
particles. 
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Normally, we move the particles using Eq. 2.14, but for free-surface problems 
it ca,n be better to use t,hc XSPH variant (see [IO]), where, \ . _, 

dr 
-2 = zt, = v, + t c rnb( Z)Waa. cl-r 

(4.3) 

s from the surrounding 
b I’“.” 

Here, CU, is a smoothed velocity which includes contribution 
velocity field. It is found that this approa.ch keeps the particles more orderly and, 
in high speed flows, prevents fluids interpenetrating. For consistency, G, should 
be used in place of v, in Eq. 2.25. In relatively gentle flows, taking E: = 0 
is possible, but in more active flows, taking E = 1./2 can be necessary. All of 
the flows modelled in [I%] use c = l/2. There is some further discussion of 
the XSPH formulation in [;t] and [ll]. The XSPH approach can be useful in 
compressible problems also, where it is used to reduce pa,rticle penetration and 
improves modelling of shear layers. 

The final modification we must, consider is that of the equation of state. The 
one most commonly used for these applications is based on an equation of state 
for water given in [ 11, 

pa = l’n(i;)’ - 1). (44 

The “- 1” is necessary, since part i&s at, the interface do not have particles “out- 
side” to exert a force back on them. The subtraction of ~1~ thus rnodels an external 
pressure. We choose ~0 such that, the sound speed, 

(+%E (4.5) 

is suitably large. Suppose that Q!,~) is a t,ypical bulk velocity in the problem we 
are considering. Then, from the previous discussion (Eq. 4.2), we require that 
c F=: 10utyp. This gives, 

toov QLD2Po PO = 7 * w-9 

In the case of a~ bursting dam of height, H, by conservation of energy, we expect, 

(!typ = d--- 2glL (4.7) 

so, in this case, 
20OpogH 

PO = 7 ’ (4.8) 

It should also be menConed that, it is not, advisable to use a very small smooth- 
ing length. Since t’he equation of stat,e is so ha,rd, if particles are to move past 
ea,chother the smootlhing length ma,y need to be a lit,tle longer than is normally 
necessary. Taking h M 1 .;in:c (where il:r is the t,ypical distance between particles) 
is certainly adequate (for the cubic spline kernel). A small amount of viscosity 
should also rne used, Typically: 0 M 0.01 is sufficient (B = 0). Since the visf y 
scales with the sound speed (see Eq . 2.44), it, is important that CY be small. 

zositv 
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4.3 The Initial Conditions 

Particular care should be taken initialising problems involving a nearly incom- 
pressible fluid. Clearly, a small error in the initial setup can introduce significant 
amounts of energy when the equation of state is so hard. As has been mentioned 
previously, we set the density at each particle and allow Eq. 2.25 to determine 
the evolution of the densities. Since the equation of state (Eq. 4.4) has the back- 
ground pressure subtract,ed, particles at the edge of the fluid, do not feel an 
unbalanced outwards force. Thus, we need only consider how the density must 
be chosen to balance body forces. For example, if we consider a body of water of 
depth H, to balance gravity we must ha.ve hydrostatic support, 

!L 
dz -PS* (4.9) 

This, using Eq. 4.4 and taking p = p. at z = H gives, 

p = pop + %(H - z)]$, (4.10) 

= po[l + pJ11 - z)]. (4.11) 

Here we have used the binomial expansion to linearise the density profile. We 
can do this since, if our model is to be consistent, fractional variations in density 
must be small. We may still need to relax the initial solution (see Eq. 2.70) using 
some damping to obtain the desired “quiet start”. In many cases, however, this 
is may not be necessary. 

4.4 Modelling Solid Boundaries 

It is quite straight forward to model solid boundaries, either stationary or in 
motion, wit,11 special boundary pa,rticles. When using SPH to model free surfaces, 
it is t>he relative motion of particles in the fluid which, through Eq. 2.25, changes 
the particle densities. ParGcles representing a solid boundary, then, should not 
contribute to the density of a. particle. We simply need the boundary particles so 
prevent particles passing through the boundary without inhibiting their motion 
parallel to the bounda,ry (assuming a free-slip boundary). 

The first boundary particles employed (see [12]) exerted a radial force per 
unit ma,ss of the form, 

.fH = { (.) D(( y)“ - (y)‘]-$-, if 7’ 5 7.0; 
(4.12) 

, otherwise. 

Here, TO was chosen to be the initia,l particle spacing and D (with dimension 
velocity squared) was chosen to be compa.rablc t,o or exceed the kinetic energy 
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per unit maas of the paarticles. So, for example, in the case of a breaking dam of 
height H, D M 5gH was used. 

This form of boundary force proved quite useful, but has some disadvantages. 
Since the boundary force is purely radial, particles can feel forces which have a 
component tangential to the boundary. Another way to look at this is that, a 
particle travelling parallel to the bounda,ry will “perceive” it to be bumpy. This 
effect can result in artificial boundary layers close to the solid surface. This 
problem can be reduced (see [14]) by spacing the boundary particles at a third 
of the typical spacing of the SPH particles. This can become very expensive in 
higher dimensions and does not dea~l with a second problem concerning these 
boundary particles. As an SPH particle approaches such a boundary particle, 
the force exerted can become very large indeed, forcing a small time step to be 
used by the numerical intXegratzor. 

These problems are addressed by a new form of boundary particle first intro- 
duced in [lfi]. To make the boundary forces smooth, each boundasy particle has 
an outwa,rd pointing unit normal II and exerts a force, 

f = j-&l * Ar)P(t ’ Ar)n. (4.13) 

The tangent vector t is readily constructed using n and Ar. So, fi is responsi- 
ble for repelling particles away from the boundary, while P is an interpolation 
funct,ion which “reinforces” the bounda,ry force in between boundary particles. 

The form suggested for fi is, 

{ 

A( ?jy, ifO<y<y; 
h(Y) = $]A(& - l)“, if F < J/ 5 AZ; (4:14) 

0, otherwise, 

where AZ is the typical spacing between t,he SPH fluid particles. This boundary 
force and its first derivative are continuous. The magnitude of A will be dealt 
with shortly. 

Many forms of interpolation funct,ion could be used, however, the Hamming 
window ha,s been successful, 

J+.) = p -t- (4gn ~)f+l,blis~.~; 
i 

(4.15) 
t 

The co-efficient, A should be chosen such thah the resulting boundary forces 
do not place extra constraints on t,he time-s@> used by t,lre numerical integrator. 
Norrnally (see Chapter 5) the CourantJ condition is the main constraint on the 
time step used. Thus. an A is used for which integration using the time step 
appropriate from the CouranC condition is suEciently accurate. We can get an 
estimate of the time st,ep suitable for the bouudary force by considering the 
gradient of t>he boundary force. If we let, 1< denote $(2A~/3), then a typical 
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time scale for motion within the field is 27r/m. This suggests a time-step 

of a,bout 1/3fl. If we equate this time step with one satisfying the Courant 
condition (i.e. 0.5/z,/&), we find, 

,=4c,” 
8112 * 

(4.16) 

Here we have taken k = 1.5Az. Thus, the time st,ep appropriate for integration 
of the boundary forces is comparable with that required for the SPH particle 
interactions. This means that the presence of the boundary particles places no 
extra constraints on the time step employed. Of course, the boundary force is 
unbounded if an SPH particle comes too close t,o a boundary particle. In this 
ca,se, other constraints 011 the t,ime step (see Chapter 5) will automatically reduce 
the time step. This should not happen, however, if po has been chosen such that 
the Mach number of the flow is small, 

oundaries may be constructed 
At the join between two straight boundaries it is necessary to place a particle 

with an intermediate normal. Gently curving b 
with such particles. For surfaces with strong curvature, the interpolation between 
boundary particles is complicated slightly, but, is still quite straight forward (see 



Lion 

%he time integration of tk SPH equations can be done using the same basic 
approaches which are employed for other explicit hydrodynamic methods. Y rhe 
chosen method should provide high order accuracy with a8 minimum I lumber of 
sweeps over the particles. If, for example, p must is evalua,ted using Eq. 2.24, an 
extra sweep over the particles is required to obtain ,o before other interpo lat ion can 
be ca,rried out. By using a standard leap-frog or the predictor-corrector approach 
(see Section 5.2), second-order accuracy in time is achieved without requiring an 
excessive number of sweeps over the particles. ‘I’he time step for the simulation 
is chosen according to the CFL (C lourant, Friedrichs and Lewy) condition (see 
Section 5.2) so the t,ime-integra,t;ion is stable. In some applications, the time st,ep 
required by the CFT, condition varies greatly between different regions of the flow. 
In such cases it is possible to use individual time steps for the particles. If the 
time steps are chosen to -lit a hierarchy of powers of 2, then it is relatively straight 
forward to integrate t,he equa,tions of motion. 

A second order Ilunge-Kutta integrator has also been used with SPH. In this 
case (see [%I) it is possible to use adaptive time skpping. Y’he time step is chosen 
to minimise an estimate of the error in the integration within certain tolerances. 
The method requires more sweeps over t,he particles per time step, however. In 
practice, it turns out that, this time skp may be la,rger than that estimated using 
the CFL condition, and thus, this a.pproa,ch t-nay hame definite computational 
advantages. As has been pointed out, previously. one of the advantages of using 
Eq. 2.25 is that it allows the density to be updated alongside other field quantities. 
Tt may then be possible to integrate Eq. 2.25 for several time steps and then 
occasionally correct wit>11 Eq. 2.2~1, t,o ensure conservakion of mass. 

Note that the stability properties discassed in Chapter 6 are independent of 
the time integrator used. Cha,pter 6 deals wit,11 instabilities which are inherent in 
the SPH equations for certain equations of st,a,te a,nd certain kernels. 



5.2 The Predictor Corrector Scheme 

In this, one of the more popular integration schemes applied to SPH, the following 
equations are used to obtain the field quantities at the next time st)ep, 

;,1/2 = u” + qp, (5.1) 

.-.I/:! - nt 
*I, - *l-” + --PP, 

2 
(5.2) 

.I 1 f = &Jl” I g, (5*7) 
l? =I 2[,1/2 - [.,[) (5.8) 

Here, the superscripts refer to the time step index, and f is the force. In practice 
we take f0 M * II2 since this reduces the work required without changing the 
order of thr. s,hime: 2 ’ I 

The time step should be chosen to accommodate the CFL condition, which, 
essentially, states that the maximum rate of propagation of information numeri- 
cally must exceed the physical rate. In SPH, this translat,es to, 

-& 2 its, (59 

However, if viscosity is present, it sl~ould also be taken into account, 

At,, = min 
11 

cJ c, $ 0.6(trc, + /I Illaxb lb&) * 
(5.10) 

To ensure t,hat the forces exerted on individuRl lrarticles are integrated correctly, 
the time step ah0 be less t11a,n. 

Here f, is a, force uer unit mass (accelera,tion1. So. a, suitable time stc 
scheme is, 



The exa.ct choice of coefficients caa be varied slightly. For example, simulations 
suggest, 

At = min(O.4At,,, O.%Atf), (5.13) 

is adequate. If other processes are at work, for exa,mple heat conduction, then 
the time step should chosen to accommodate them using similar arguments. The 
main point to keep in mind is that the na,tural SPH length scale is k. Other 
scales for the phenomenon under considera,tion should be constructed from the 
relevant physical constants (as in 1%~. 5.10). 

I 
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Chader 6 

Stability properties of SPH 

When using a formulation of SPH which conserves momentumexactly, t,he motion 
of the particles is observed to be unstable to negative stress. It is also found that, 
under normal circumstances, a latt,ice of SPH pasticles is potentially unstable to 
transverse waves. This chapter a,ppea,rs in [20] and is a summasy of a detailed 
report ([19]) investigating the nature of these and other instabilities in depth. 
Approaches which may be used to eliminate these insta,bilities are suggested. ItI 
is found that the stabilit,y properties of SPH in general improve aa higher order 
spline interpolants, approximating a Gaussian, are used a,s kernels. The early 
a,pplications of SPH, [S] a,nd [ 5 , were to problems involving a compressible gas ] 
which always had a, positive gas pressure. The equations governing the motion of 
the particles, when written in a form which conserves momentum exactly, result 
in particles repelling each other with equal and opposite forces. As particles 
approach, the density increases, the pressure increases, and the particles tend 
to repel each ot,her, When applied t,o different problems where the stress can 
become negative t,he momentum conserving form of SPH is observed to become 
unstable to short wavelength perturbat5ions. For negative stress, the particles 
no longer repel, but attra,ct. Each particle is, in effect, at the bottom of a 
potential well, and it becomes possible for the pa,rticles to pair up and “slide” 
into each others wells, causing “clumping” init,ia.lly and subsequently disrupting 
the solut,ion. The nat,ure of t,lris inst,ability is quite different from instabilities 
observed in explicit finite difference kchniques when too large a, time step is used. 
This SPH iustability is a, consequence of the particles being free to move under 
negative stress and is present even if the time integra.tion is exact, Additional 
stability conditions: such as the Coura,nt Friedrichs Levy condition must also be 
respected. Ekcently people ha,ve commented upon this instability in connection 
with many problems (e.g. ela.stic, flow in [23]), but much earlier [21] had detected 
and st,udied the problem in connectzion wit)11 Inagnet,ohydrodyna,mics (MHD). Very 
little analytical work has been done in the study of t,he stability properties of 
SPH and previous methods (see [IO]) a,ctually break down in the region where 
the stability we seek to understand first appears. The report) ([IB]) extends the 



stability analysis of SPH in order t,o not only urlderstand the nature of potential 
instabilities but to give insight into how methods giving most accurate results 
may be formulated. 

6.1 Seeking the Source of the Instability 

In order to understand the problem better we must seek the fundamental source 
of instability. We have seen that, the reported instability occurs when a stress 
tensor is implemented in a form which conserves momentum exactly. We will be 
considering one dimensional flows initially7 with symmetric kernels. Typically, we 
might use a Ga,ussia,n kernel (Eq. 2.56) or t,he cubic spline interpolant (Eq. 2.58). 
Choosing a symmetric kernel guarantees exact conservation of momentum, since 
inter-particle forces then form action-reaction pairs. 

Let us consider the specific case of one-dimensional MHD flow, with a constant 
magnetic induction BO parallel to the direction of the .flow, say along the z-axis. 
Since t,he magnetic induction is constant, t,he equations of MHD reduce to those 
for hydrodynamics. However, the corresponding SPH equations may be written, 

duo. 

t: ( 

pa - z& t3;4 I)b - &$4;;’ iSWab I__ = - 
dt 

l?>b 4 
b Pi Pi 1 

dx, ’ 

Pa = x ?)Lbl/v& pa = &a , 

Wa b = k(,, - 26, h). (64 

So, in this case, the SPH equations for ma,gnetohydrodynamical equations are 
equivalent to those for pure hydroclynamical flow with the pressure adjusted by a 
constant. Similar analysis ma.y be done for any problem involving a stress tensor 
of similar form. So, the stability properties of one-dimensional Smooth Particle 
Magnetohydrodynamics (SPMHD) will be exhibited by the equations, 

d,oa 
c ( 

Pa ]I[, f%v&) II = - 
dt 

ri?,b 1;2+2 d.7:) h iI ) ) a 

Pa = F r~?,b?‘v&,, pa = c”p, + P, (6.2) 

where P = -B,f/2po . Similar equa,tions, with a difFerent expression for Y will be 
obtained by considering t,he oIle-clirnensional case of other applications of SPH. 

6.2 Stability Analysis and SPH 

A simple way to analyse the stability of a,n implementation of SPH is to consider 
the dispersion relation for linear, sound waves propagating in a one-dimensional 
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, flow. We c.an imagine a,n infinite line of identical particles oscillating about a 
constant mean separation. Such a, wave mayi be described by, 

,I -,a = nAx + S esp (iknAa: - l,wt) , (6.3) 

We now linearise Eqs. 6.2 by substitut,ing EcI. 6.3 and neglecting all but first 
order terms to obtain, 

&J2 = 

T c (1 - cos !i~Axj) z (AZ+, h) 
2mc2% 

+ (:)‘(I -2%‘) {~si,,,,,i~(A~~,B,ii, (6.4) 

where we lmve chosen, P = c2p() (8 - I). I have assumed W to be even (a more 
general expression is given in [19]). This choice of P gives, 

pa=c~po(~-l+~). (6.5) 

We can think of the quantit,y czpOR as being the “background” pressure upon 
which the linear wave perturb&ions occur. Thus, if 8 > 0, then p, should be 
positive for small perturbations and if R < 0, then p, may become negative. % 
will take different values depending on the equation of state being considered. 
For standard SPH, %? = 1. For SPMIII), s)2 = 1 - 13:/2/~0c”p~. For incompressible 
SI’H (see Chapter 4), ?I? = 0. ‘CJsing Poisson’s summation formula, Eq. 6.4 may 
be written, 

u2 =‘_ 

S,Em{ (k:+g.j2u (k+gh) 

- (giu (g4)} 

+(~)II’-‘“)ji~~,(~~+~)ir(1+~;b)i2 (6.6) 

6.3 Stability of Another Formulation 

It is possible to develop an alternative formulation to Eq. 6.2 which has stability 
properties independent of t.he bxkground pressure, 

duo 
x 

pb - Pa al/vl,b ~~ 
-z- = - b irbb 

W) 
P!lPb ~Tl . 
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Since the differences of the pressures a,re taken in the momentum equation, 
Eq. 6.7, the value of ?R is irrelevant. However, the forces exerted upon the parti- 
cles according to Eq. 6.7 no longer form a.ction-react~iorl pa,irs but are estima,tes of 
the local pressure graclientB. Thus, this formulation does not conserve momentum 
exactly, except in the contjinuum limit (ic: 1~ -+ 0 and infinitely many parti- 
cles). This pressure difference formulation has a very simple equation governing 
its stability, 

()[ 

772C &12= ~ “yy. 
sin kA;cj g (Azj, k) ’ . 1 (6.8) 

PO j=--lh? 

6.4 The Numerical Sound Speed 

Ideally, we ha.ve w 2 = c2k2, thus it is useful to define, 

2 
c Y2 c?mm 

J 
rl.‘lbrn =c”=-y (6.9) 

where c is the analytic sound speed. ldea,llyl of course, CTL,,,, should be a,s close to 
one as possible, so that sound waves are propagated realistically. If Ci,, becomes 
negative, the perturbations in the numerical solution are no longer travelling 
waves, but are exponentially growing and decaying disturba~nces. 

6.5 Results 

It is clear tha,t the dispersion relation is periodic in k with period 2n/Az. This 
is the result, of aliasing, whereby waves of wa,vcnumber k ancl k + 2n/Az look 
identical a.t a series of points separated by AZ. It has been established experi- 
mentally that the “problem” wavenumber is ;r/hn: (a wavelength of two particle 
spacings). For k = ~/AZ, Eq. 6.6, becomes, 

y)p (G; “,/g 2sn(-28 +c= 
@2- a - 

/Q?AJ ~=--oc7 4 

- (g)21.J ($I)}, 

---&-gy g (AJQj f 11, II). 
4m?R = (6.10) 

6 
I 

Eq. 6.10 shows that,, for wavenumber n/A,c, t,he sign of w2, and hence C&,,, 
changes sign with $?. Thus, for my symmetric kernel, a,s the background pressure 
c2p& changes sign, it will change stability. There can be no kernel which is stable 
for both signs of ?J?, using this irnplement,a.t~ioll of SPH, Thus, to achieve general 
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stability for different background pressures, we must modify the kernel as % 
changes sign. Let us consider Eq. 6.10 for t,he simple case where IV(Asj, h) = 0 
for Ij 1 > 2. Then, 

cd2 = Jyg (AX) 11) . (6.11) 

So, for this ca,se, the sign of d”l;lr/&“(A:, 1 ) t 1 must change when the background 
pressure changes sign. This is particularly important to remember if we are 
seeking a kernel which changes continuously with 8 to provide stability. The 
appropriate kernels for 8 being slightly positive and slightly negative have dif- 
ferent signs for a2 W/8x2, so a”W/a.~” must be zero at the nearest neighbour 
when R = 0 for continuity. In the case of the Gaussian, we find that w2 = 0 
when k = 2sAx. Thus, varying the smoot;hing length ma,y be sufficient to ensure 
stability for this wavenumber. A useful solution, however, must be stable for all 
wavenumbers. 

We can see from the form of Eq. 6.4 that for any given h and rF, Cz,,, varies 
linearly with 8. In general we wish Cz,,,,, t’o va.ry only slowly with 8, since, for 
the exact system, it is independent of 8. It is informative to consider the quantity 
dC&,,/ZR, since this reflects the degree of dependence of the stability properties 
on 9% For sufficiently large ?R we have t,hat Ci,,, cc ?JZ where the constant of 
proportionality (for a given Ic and h) is dcY~,,,/8R. 

The limit of Eq. 6.6 as k approaches zero is of particular significance, It is in 
this limit that we expect our numerical method will resolve the wave best, since it 
corresponds to an infinite number of part,icles fitting into each wavelength. It can 
be shown that? in this limit, C&,, is perturbed from ~1 by a term which is linear 
in R and proportional tlo the Fourier t,ransform of the kernel evaluated at 27r/Ax. 
The Fourier transform of the Gaussian kernel is, of course a Gaussian in Lh, and, 
accordingly, falls off quite rapidly with kh. The Fourier transforms of kernels 
with compact support, however, do not fall off so rapidly? and we expect the 
sound speed to depend more strongly upon ?R for such kernels. Numerical results 
obtained using direct summation in [‘19] of’ Eq. 6.4 confirm that C,,, depends 
more strongly on X for spline interpolated kernels. In fact, there are choices of k, 
Ax and 11 for which X?&,,/%R is nega,tiue. Thus, a sufficiently large choice of .% 
for such parameters results in C(;4,, becoming nega,tive, producing an instability. 
This result was not a,nticipa,ted since it, ha.d been thought that SPII would be 
stable to any positive stresses. This instability resulting from over- pressure is of 
long wa,velengt,h aald, correspondingly, can Itavct a serious affect upon the accu- 
racy of large scale phenomena,. The use of smoother splint: approximations to 
a Gaussiaa kernel increases t,he over-pressure required to induce the instability. 
More details on these results may be found in [ 191. 
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6.6 Mutating the Kernel 

We have seen that no single kernel can provide us with the stability we seek. We 
need some way of modifying the present Ca,ussian shaped kernel. Any kernel, 
W(X, h) we choose must have the following properties (in one-dimension): 

.i 

+M 
W(x, 1z)dx = L, ,;a W(x, h) = S(x), (6.12) 

-CC 

and, if we wish momentum to be consert~d exactly, 

M/(x, 11) = W’( -x, h). (6.13) 

Suppose that our “favourite” kernel is, 

w-(,(s, 17,) = if (x) ) (6.14) 

We can mw define an infinite series of symmetric kernels satisfying Eqs. 6.12 of 
the following form, 

Wn(x,k) = + (;yi f (;) ) (6.15) 

where A, is chosen to satisfy Eq. 6.1,. ‘) Now we have a set of kernels which we 

cm combine to form a kernel with the necessa~ry properties for stability, 

w 
W(x, IL) = 23 B,Wn(x, h), (6.16) 

j=O 

where, 
N 

c .B,, = 1. (6.17) 
j=O 

We need to develop some met,hocl for choosing the co-efficients B, such that 
the resulting kernel ha,s t,he desired stability properties, One possible approach 
is t,o choose several points that we want w(k) t,o paas through. We then solve for 
the same number of free co-efflcients as we have conditions by linearising about 
an initial guess and solving the resultzmt linea,r system of equations. We continue 
this iterative process unt,il sufficient convergence is a,chieved. There are some 
conditions which must1 be respected in order tha,t the system converges. These, 
and other details: are explored in [19]. 

6.7 The Pressure Differencing Formulation of 
SPH 

The form of Eq. 6.8 ensures that the formulat~ior~ Eq. 6.7 is always stable. It 
can also be shown that the sound speed for t,his implementation depends less 
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strongly upon the part,icle spacing and smootllilla len&h than the exactlv mo- .d \I v 
mentum conserving formulation. -Tl ’ us implernt~nta,tion, of course, has stability 
independent of 8 since all pressures appear as differences in Eq, 6.7. However, it 
does not conserve momentum exactly and, thus, is not as good as the momen- 
tum conserving formulation (see [22]) f or modelli1lg strong shnrkn ‘l’h~ t~r~~~ttt-~ 

- I__.I . I__Y. - - . . ,  1’” - . , . , -  &- 

differencing form&tion exhibits much larger oscillations v then modelling st,rone cl --~--a 
shocks, though these might be tamed by using a di.fferent form of visrclrit:v Tll~ 1.,.,1_ “j. 1I_v 
exactly momentum conserving method calcula,tes the net particle f ~--~ orces as the 
sum of individual repelling interact,ions. This is less subject to oscillat.inns t.l-lAn II 
method where the forces t:xert,ed on the particles are calculated from ~.__ .-----.-- 
of the pressure gradient. W~CI~ modelling stronger shocks, the pressure differ- 
encing formulation becomes less a,ccurate as exact conservation of momentum 
becomes more necessary. 

6.8 Stability Analysis with Variable Particle 
Spacing 

In pra,ct,ice, a. simulation will not; involve pa,rticles oscillating about a~ constant 
separation. In order to dea,l wit,11 a number of d&rent particle spacings we could 
solve for a kernel a’ppropriat,e to each particle spacing and then use symmetric 
combinations of these when particles interact. If the expression Eq. 6.4 is used to 
find appropriate kernels, it is found that, t,he numerical sound speed is significantly 
reduced. Effectively, the kernel is being changed continuously in such a fashion 
as to slightly oppose the propaga,tion of the wa.\le. If, however, we reformulate 
the sta,bility analysis to include the a,ssumpt,ion that the kernel is a, function 
of the particle spacing, the sound speed will be more sccurad,e. We need an 
appropria,te variable t)o reflect the 1oca.l spacing of particles. The distance to a 
nearest neighbour and other similar quantitzies are quite clumsy to use for such 
analysis. The specific volume, 

J/X, = J7’) 
Pa 

(6,lS) 

is llluCl1 more suitable. We now consider Eqs. (j.2 with the consideration that, 

T;jilb = I%- (:2:&, h, 144 , \‘jl[, = ; (1’; + x) . (6.19) 

Applying stability a,na*lysis t’o the rcsult.ing SI’H equations, allows us to obtain 
R somewha,t complica~t~ecl dispersion relation. AIM appropriate form for the kernel 
can be derived in a, similar fashion to t,hat, enlployed in the case of constant 
particle separation. 





Typically if 3? < 0 ( ie: negative stress) then 6 < 0. Thus, we obtain, 

” = *;(“P + a’)+ _ ;n 
2 ‘t’ (6.27) 

where /? = -6. ‘I3 R component of this which leads to the instability is, 

iL! =; ((4p+<‘)+ -U)) (6.28) 

So we see that the instability is not removed by the introduction of viscosity, If 
a2/4P < 1 then 

a+q;-$)). (6.29) 

If a/2 > ts”/8/?, then we see that the effect of introducing a small amount of 
viscosity is to reduce the growth rate of the instability. 

6.10 Two Dimensional Stability Analysis 

Let’s consider the skbility properties of standasd two dimensional isothermal 
WI-I, 

$vab 
-----ZZ 

n’t 
- c x rlb,d (E + $i) -%~Wabcd 

c d 

P,b = &b, f&b = j: y4 ~~~c,i~~abc,t 
(- d 

W abed = w (xab - -l’cd, !)a!, - !/cd, 16) (6.30) 

We can analyse the stability of a r&angular lattice of particles by considering 
the propagation of pla,ne waves on such a grid, 

Tab = ds + X exp (ik,nAn: + ik,bAy - 1:wt) , 

Yclb = 6Ay + Ycxp (ik,nAz + I&b&/ - iwt) . (6.31) 

Proceeding in a similar fashion t,o the one dimensionad analysis we obtain two 
solutions for ea,ch pa,ir of X:, and k,. ‘I’hc full det,ails are in [19], but let? us 
consider the dispersion relation obt,aked for pla~nc waves propagating along the 
z-axis. We find tha,t t,herc is a longitudinal wave solution, 

u2 = rnc2 ‘~ 
poI c c (1 - cm kA.ri) fg 

i .i 

-- 
( ,i 

mc 2 CCsi*l~~~&!!!$ (6.32) 
PO i .i 
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which corresponds to the one dimensional result Eq. 6.4 with 92 = 1 and the kernel 
replaced by a sum over j of the kernel. It turns out that this finite approximation 
to the y integration of the kernel introduces some small instabilities for large 
~/AZ. The system also supports a transverse wa,ve with the dispersion relation, 

w2 z2 $2 c x (1 - cos kA:~i) $. (6.33) 
i i 

These waves, of course, are not present in the exact solutzion to the wave equa- 
tion for an isothermal gas, but they are present in our lattice approximating an 
isothermal gas. Their presence is the result of variations in the value of the gra.- 
dient of the kernel aa particles “jostle“ around, It turns out {see [19]) that for 
spline interpola,ted kernels w4 is negative for about half of the choices of h for a 
given A.-C. The growth rate of these insta,bilit8ics is radica,lly reduced as higher 
order spline interpolants ase used. If the Gaussian is employed the growth rate of 
these unstable trausverse modes is negligible for all practical choices of smoothing 
length. This would suggest that, once again, the st&ility properties of SPH are 
improved by using kernels whose Fourier transform falls off more rampidly. 

It is interesting to note that the standard irnl)l’~lnentat~ion of viscosity has no 
effect on linear transverse waves. The stability properties of hexagonal lattices 
have also been considered in [19] with somewhat similar results. Three dimen- 
sional stability analysis also reveals m&able trausverse modes which are reduced 
by the use of higher order spline interpolants. It can also be shown that t)he 
pressure differencing form&tion does not exhibit these instabilities. 

6.11 Conclusion 

It is observed that the stability properties of SPH are improved by the use of ker- 
nels whose Pourier transforms fall off more rapidly. ‘l’he instability first observed 
in exactly momentum conserving SYMHl> in [2 I] can be reproduced by a, simple 
a,rtificial equation of state (Eq. 6.2). ‘I’1 WTC are many a.pplications which involve 
an equation of state ha,ving the effect, of a.djusting t,he ba,ckground pressure acting 
between particles. Some examples a,re MHD, incollll>rclssible SI’H, elastic-pla,stic 
flow and problems where WC model a, fluid experiencing an external pressure. 
The pressure adjustment,, when SPH is implemc~ntecl iu a,n exactly momentum 
couserving form, influences the propagation of waves within the medium but this 
influence is reduced by the use of higher order sljline int,erpola.ted kernels. Once 
the stress acting l~etweetr part,icles chauges sign. lrowever, a different kernel must 
be used. It is possible t,o comtruct~ a kernel which varies with the stress acting 
between pa,rticles so as to ensure st,abilit.y and realistic wave propa,ga,tion. How- 
ever, for complicated equations of st>at,e in t,wo or three dimensions, this may not 
be feasible. l?ormulations of WI1 which calculate the stress gradients by taking 
differences between the stress at, neighbouring particles are observed to simulate 
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the propagation of waves very well. The simula,tion of strong shocks, however, 
suffers since momentum is no longer conserved exa,ctly, In many circumstances it 
may be best Do split the stress tensor into a component) which is always positive 
and evaluate the remainder using a differencing formulation. I?or example, in the 
case of MHD the magnetic pressure could be added to the hydrodynamic pres- 
sure and employed in an exactly momentJum conserving form. This would permit 
the simulation of strong shocks for which pressure forces are dominant. It may 
also be possible to adjust the stress at each of the particles by a constant, so as 
to ensure it is positive everywhere, thus permitt,ing exact momentum conserva- 
tion. However, if the adjustment, is extreme, a higher order spline interpolated 
kernel my be required in order to a,void instabilities and strong dispersive effects. 
Boundary conditions may also become complicated. 

IYor all two dimensional and three dimensional applications using an exactly 
momentum conserving form, the use of kernels with compact support introduces 
insta,bilitics in transverse modes on rect~a,ngulas a,nd hexagonal lafttices of parti- 
cles. The growth rates of these instabilities are observed to decrease dramatically 
as higher order spline approximations t,o the Gaussian are employed. These in- 
stabilities a.re not exhibited by differencing formulations. 

In general, kernels more closely approximating a Gaussian will give better 
results, but will cost more computationally as the number of contributing neigh- 
bours increases. However, this cost ma,y be offset since such kernels rnay permit a 
decrease in 1~. It is important to have a,n understanding of the detail one wishes to 
resolve in a given problem. This understanding combined with sound knowledge 
of t,he stability a,nd a,ccuracy of the method employecl allows us to have confidence 
in the results obtained. 
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